Genesis Soccer FAQ
Will Genesis have “teams”?
A. Yes. Players will be evaluated during group training sessions and placed on Genesis teams. There will be
no set rosters and players can be moved freely from one “team” to another at any time. Players are
placed on teams with other players of similar skill and ability
How many games will my child play?
A. The BASC Closed League team will remain the staple venue for your child. Each training session will end
with a scrimmage and Genesis will actively seek out friendly matches with other BASC teams, other
Genesis teams, and other clubs. As the program grows so will the competition options.
When will training be held?
A. The goal will be for all ages/genders to train at the same time and day in a festival format. However, at
initial launch of the program much will be dependent on the number of players registered being
reconciled with the available coaching staff. The day and time will be communicated as early and as
clearly as possible.
When will games be?
A. Genesis games will primarily be on Saturday and Sunday. Other days are possible depending on
coordination with other friendly organizations
When does training start?
A. Training will begin by August 19th.
What does my fee go towards?
A. The registration fee pays for your child’s uniform and for field rental at ISSC. All coaches volunteer their
time.
Will my child’s Genesis team play in tournaments?
A. It is a goal of the Program to participate in tournaments in the Tulsa area as team availability allows. Cost
for any tournament entry would be divided by each player playing and are not part of the registration
fee.
When does the season start?
A. Again, the staple of your child’s match experience will be with their Closed or Rec Select league team.
We will actively seek out friendly matches, but Genesis will not participate in any official “league” with
regularly scheduled matches
Who will be my child’s coach?
A. Group training sessions will be conducted by accredited, nationally licensed coaches. The coaches will be
assigned to age/gender groups based on the number of registered players and coach availability. Genesis
will be actively working to include into sessions the support of higher level, current BASC U19/U20
players who wish to be involved in the future of the program and who are being mentored by Genesis
coaches and encouraged along the USSF or USSCA training pathways
Is Genesis Soccer a Competitive Program?
A. No. Genesis is a supplemental program for “advanced” Recreational players who are seeking greater
challenges and more formal training.

